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Tuition is a prepayment of 8 lessons at the beginning of the quarter. Each quarter is 10 calendar

weeks. If you have more than 8 lessons in a quarter, you will be billed for those extra at the close of

the quarter. 

Lessons must be paid in full at the beginning of the term. If you need an alternative payment

schedule for financial reasons, tuition can be split into 2 payments per quarter.

Any student starting a term late will be pro-rated. Lessons can begin at any time! We adjust your

payment schedule.

If you are beginning with a teacher, you may schedule a single 'trial' lesson. If you decide to

continue with that teacher, your payment for the first lesson will count as part of your tuition. 

Each teacher has a different policy on make up lessons based on their schedules and availability.

Please check with individual teachers regarding their policy.

Tuition and schedule is determined by each teacher individually.

Private Lesson Policies



Annual Registration Fee
Required for all private lessons and is non-refundable.

 

Private lesson students:

$25 per student or $45 per family (for 2 or more family members registering at the same time)

 

Registered Students receive a 10% discount for most ensembles, classes, and workshops

Missed Lesson Policy

If a student misses a lesson it is up to the discretion of the private teacher to determine if the

circumstances of the missed lesson warrants a make-up lesson, or if the missed lesson can be counted

as an excused lesson.

 

 Any last minute cancellations (within hours), or simply “forgotten” lessons will be charged

(extraordinary circumstances may be considered).

 

If the teacher misses a lesson there are three possible options for the student – a make-up lesson will

be given, a credit will be given to the student toward the next term, or money for the remaining

lesson(s) will be reimbursed to you.

Please note: Bridge Arts does not follow the public school schedule for our lessons. If there is no school

because of Superintendent’s days or minor holidays, we are usually still holding our private lessons.

Each individual teacher is responsible for canceling lessons. If you are uncertain about lessons on a

day there is no school, always contact your teacher to find out if lessons are still being held. Contact

individual private teachers for cancellations due to weather.

 


